
 

Coronavirus (Covid–19): Shooting Ground Policy 
 
As we take our first early steps away from full lockdown due to the pandemic 
measures recommended by government, a few notes here on how Glenzier 
Sporting Limited plans to proceed. 
 
This will, of course, be a changing and evolving situation, and likely to last for 
some time yet. Our policy here will be kept under review, operating in sensible 
liaison with the owners and staff of the Whithorn Estate and responding in 
timely fashion to future government coronavirus advice. 
 

Some General Points: 

  

 Main access roads on to the estate are protected by security gates — 
access is, therefore, very closely regulated in any case. 

 Visitors to the shooting ground have a dedicated car parking area, 
separate to all other vehicles/meeting points on the estate (this is 
normal procedure for all shooting clients). 

 All teaching, fitting and testing activity is by appointment only — the 
shooting ground is not open to general, unaccompanied activity (all 
movements on to, within, and off the ground are accompanied and 
carefully directed). 

 

Covid – 19 specific measures: 

 

 Naturally, all shooting takes place in the open. Social distancing 
measures will be in place (currently 2.0 meters). 

 All main aspects of instructor/client interaction should take place more 
or less as normal (respecting distancing). 

 Where a gun is shared or passed, for whatever reason, personal 
protection measures will apply as necessary (i.e. PPE and relevant 
decontamination procedures). 

 Where activity necessitates detailed shotgun measuring, this is still 
likely to be done indoors (fitting sessions, for example) — PPE, 
distancing and decontamination procedures will apply here, also. 

 Hand-cleansing/washing facilities are available to clients at any time. 

 Additional time will be factored in to shooting sessions to account for 
extra-ordinary safety measures during this current period — clients will 
never be hurried.  

 If guns are to be tested (patterning, chokes, cartridge loads, 
convergence, etc.) arrangements will be made for gun collection and 
pick up off the estate for the duration of these special measures. 

 
Many thanks for your interest and co-operation. Ask if there is anything you 
want to know. Now, let’s crack on sensibly and get on with what we all need to 
do. 


